There has been much work in recent years on adaptive query processing, especially in the context of emerging data management environments such as data integration and data streams. This has resulted in an overwhelming number of publications in last few years. Our goal is to give an overview of the work in this area, with a focus on identifying the common themes in this work, on clearly laying out the optimization space, and on discussing the open research problems. We plan to discuss why adaptive query processing is needed, different proposed techniques for doing it (the how), where this technology works and has the most potential for impact, and finally, what next, the open problems that still need further research.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, research in query processing has taken a new track into adaptive query processing (AQP). Most new projects that need query processing use some adaptive approach, whether they are building a vanilla relational engine, an XML engine, a continuous query engine, or a web or text query engine. The main reason has been the emergence of domains where it is nearly impossible to use traditional Selinger-style query processing, in some cases because of lack of reliable statistics, and in many other cases, because of the dynamic nature of the data. This research has resulted in several fascinating algorithms designed and systems built over last few years (e.g. NiagaraCQ, TelegraphCQ, STREAM, Tukwila, YFilter etc). Vendors like IBM and Microsoft are also investigating adaptivity features for their database products.
Despite this flurry of research there still is no well-articulated "big picture" of the area. Many proposed prototypes have intricate designs that are shown to work in their specific contexts, but it is not clear how to tease apart specific methods and apply them to a different system. There is also no consensus on what are the best techniques for AQP, or whether/how AQP should be used when building a new system. This tutorial is an attempt to provide a broad overview of Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. AQP. We plan to cover most of the major methods developed in the literature, but our goal is not to be comprehensive; rather we will attempt to simplify and abstract the methods where possible, so as to identify a smaller set of common themes. Two particular dimensions along which we'd like to study these methods are: (a) the optimization space explored during the adaptation process, and (b) the way execution and optimization are interleaved during the adaptation process, via a measure/analyze/plan/actuate loop. We also plan to analyze the limitations of many of these techniques as much as their advantages, in the process identifying some open research problems in this area.
MOTIVATION FOR AQP
We begin with a brief overview of traditional query processing, and where it breaks down. Declarative queries form the central value proposition of the relational model, letting the users specify only what results they want without having to worry about the algorithm (plan) used to access and combine the data. The optimization problem of finding the best plan been tackled as a fundamental component of a query processor right from the beginning, with Selinger et al's dynamic programming algorithm for System R. Two ideas from System R -(a) separation of query processing into an optimization phase and execution phase, and (b) a cost-based optimizer that implicitly enumerates all possible plans for a query, have formed the backbone of most query processors built since then.
Over the years, while the details of optimization have improved (bushy and right-deep plans, histograms, nested SQL, etc.), the basic approach -of optimization followed by execution, has remained the same. However cracks have begun to appear in recent years. One driver has been the emergence of new application domains like data streams and wide area data sources, and interactive query environments. A second driver has been the inability of statistics-based query optimizers to deal effectively with correlations, query parameters, and DBA-lite installations.
There has been much recent work on improving the query optimization process itself to solve some of these problems. These include (a) incorporating feedback from previous query executions for better selectivity/cardinality estimation, (b) parametric techniques to systematically postpone making certain decisions as late as possible, and (c) least expected cost and robust optimization techniques that take into account probability distributions that may be associated with certain selectivity estimates. One of the key advantages of these techniques is that they require minimal changes to the query processor itself; these techniques however are based Figure 1 shows some of the adaptive query processing techniques that have been proposed in literature, in the order of increasing frequency of adaptation. There are two broad strands.
STYLES OF ADAPTATION

Plan-change based Adaptation
One strand is to change query processing in an evolutionary fashion. These techniques retain the model that there is a well-defined query execution plan at any time, but allow the plan to be changed at well-defined points during query processing. Mid-query reoptimization stops query execution when it detects that optimizer estimates are too different from run-time actuals, and re-invokes the optimizer to pick a new plan. Important challenges are: how to decide a priori whether the new plan is going to run faster, and how to reuse as much of the work done on the current plan while switching to a new one. Query Scrambling switches the execution order of operators in order to avoid idling when sources are delayed. In DEC RDB, multiple access methods are run in competition with one another, with a winner picked after a short while.
The advantage of such evolutionary techniques is that they leverage existing database technology: plan change is actuated using the query optimizer itself, and state reuse can piggyback on materialized views technology. These are most well-tested of the adaptive methods, and have been successfully implemented in multiple independent prototypes. Their main drawback is that they allow adaptation only at a fairly coarse granularity, typically at materialization points in query plans. In particular, it is not obvious how to apply them to pipelined plans that are vital in interactive and continuous query systems. They also fundamentally rely on decent statistics to get started with a plan, and so are risky in wide-area and federated environments where many statistics are wet-finger guesses.
Convergent Query Processing simplifies mid-query reoptimization by using a new plan only on new data that arrives in the system after a plan switch. In effect, it ends up dividing the input relations into phases with only the parts within each phase being joined with each other during normal query processing. This gives some additional flexibility in reoptimization, but can result in a complex catch-up phase at the end to join the parts that arrived in different phases.
Tuple-routing based Adaptation
A second strand has proceeded along a revolutionary path: do away with the notion of query plans altogether, instead view query processing as routing of tuples through operators, and effect plan changes by changing the order in which tuples are routed.
The eddies technique is based on this idea. An eddy is a special operator that sits at the center of a tuple dataflow, intercepting the input and output tuples of all other operators. This allows the eddy to observe the properties of the data, and of the operators. The eddy affects query execution by controlling the order in which operators are applied to tuples and thus the query plan seen by each tuple.
The routing-based techniques are closely related to the development of symmetric join operators (e.g. ripple join, XJoin, DPHJ, MJoin etc); these operators can be used to provide more flexibility during routing to such techniques. More recently, two operators called SteMs and STAIRs have also been proposed that sub-divide a join operator, and thus allow for making adaptation decisions at a finer granularity.
Important challenges in making routing-based techniques work in practice are (a) development of efficient routing mechanisms to reduce the overhead of making and executing routing decisions, and (b) development of effective routing policies to take advantages of these opportunities for adaptation. There has been much work in both these facets of the problem, especially routing policies (e.g. lottery scheduling, rank ordering, pipelined filter ordering etc).
OPEN PROBLEMS
Both these styles of adaptation are active areas of research, with some successes but many open problems. For tuple-routing based adaptation, there has been little evaluation of routing policies in traditional query processing environments; most work has focused on interactive or continuous query environments. For plan-change based adaptation, efficiency of reoptimization and extension to parallel environments are major challenges. While this work is important, we believe that some relatively less-studied techniques also hold significant promise. Parametric optimization can be used to form a bunch of plans up front, and either pick one or run many in parallel. The latter is especially appealing given the trend towards autonomic systems, where predictability trumps peak performance. Adaptive operators are another powerful idea that are especially simple to implement because their changes can be contained within a small module of the query processor. We conclude the tutorial with a discussion of such open problems in this area.
